
 Teacher estimates of achievement (d = 1.62) is the number one influence on 

student learning (according to all of John Hattie’s research).  This refers to the accuracy 

of teachers’ knowledge of students in their classes, not “teacher expectations”.  

When teachers are aware of where their children stand in terms of current knowledge, 

they can take necessary steps to move them forward. Needed modifications can be made. 

Content can be adjusted. Supports can be put into place. For it is not just knowledge of 

students’ achievement levels that propels learning forward; it is what is done with that 

information that causes children to excel. 

 How can teachers gather such important data on their students? It begins with 

state testing data. KPREP is the number one source. Be knowledgeable about your stu-

dents’ prior year test results. Next, utilize benchmark data from DEA, DIBELS, Study 

Island, ALEKS, Mastery Prep, Reading Eggs, etc. Add in results from common assess-

ments and daily formative assessments. Keep this data in a place where it can be quickly 

referenced. Look at it frequently and keep it at the forefront of your mind. Plan with it as 

a focus. Let it help drive your instruction and your PLCs. Remember, this knowledge of 

student achievement is at the top of the effect sizes list.  

 Hattie’s research also contains several critical teaching strategies to support the 

work teachers must do in order to help students achieve at high levels. It’s great to know 

where each student stands, but unless there is action taken, it means nothing. Therefore, 

Hattie offers us a buffet of great strategies for teaching kids. He has given us the most 

powerful tools in the education world, supported by hundreds of studies involving thou-

sands of teachers and students. 

 When there are 150 students passing through your classroom in the space of 7 

hours, the task of remembering each one’s achievement level sounds impossible. That is 

why it’s so important to develop your own system for tracking and monitoring students’ 

data. Find whatever works for you. Getting to know the educational strengths and weak-

nesses of each child is the key to helping every student succeed.  
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Students in Shawna Young’s 

class at Prichard Elementary 

used a graphic organizer to 

compare the literal and non-

literal meanings of words in 

their text.  

Using graphic organizers has 

an effect size of 0.64 if they 

are relevant to the text/task 

and connected to accounta-

bility and discussion.  
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